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The new extended title of this book corresponds more to its concept, contents, spirit and style. The book
is really addressed to mathematicians and introduces the reader to the glorious discoveries in logic during
the last century through the difficult and subtle results, problems, proofs and comments.
We absolutely agree with the praiseworthy qualifications, regarding the quality of the book and the au-
thor’s style, presented in the review by M. M. Richter of the first edition (1977; Zbl 0383.03002), and we
have nothing to add to this review. We just repeat a list of important results and themes included and
treated in the book. These are truth and deducibility, Gödel’s completeness theorem, Tarski’s theorem
regarding undefinability of truth, the continuum problem, forcing and constructible sets, recursive func-
tions, Church’s thesis, Diophantine sets and algorithmic undecidability, Gödel’s incompleteness theorem,
and recursive groups.
This second edition of the book contains two quite new chapters. Chapter IX, dealing with the con-
structive universe and computation, treats a categorical view of computation, and includes the P/NP
problem, classical and quantum Boolean circuits, Shor’s factoring and Grover’s search algorithms. Chap-
ter X, dedicated to model theory and written by B. I. Zilber, contains the compactness theorem with its
immediate consequences, including the discovery of nonstandard analysis, followed by the completeness
problem and quantifier elimination in some theories, and a survey of classification theory, in combination
with the diversity of mathematical theories, from algebraic and Diophantine geometry to real analysis
and transcendental number theory.
Let us underline that, due to the author’s brilliant style, each part of the book provokes new opinions
and pleasure of a different understanding of basic results and ideas of contemporary mathematical logic.

Reviewer: Branislav Boričić (Beograd)
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MSC:
03-01 Introductory exposition (textbooks, tutorial papers, etc.) pertaining

to mathematical logic and foundations
03-02 Research exposition (monographs, survey articles) pertaining to math-

ematical logic and foundations
03B10 Classical first-order logic
03B25 Decidability of theories and sets of sentences
03C07 Basic properties of first-order languages and structures
03C10 Quantifier elimination, model completeness, and related topics
03C35 Categoricity and completeness of theories
03C45 Classification theory, stability, and related concepts in model theory
03C98 Applications of model theory
03D20 Recursive functions and relations, subrecursive hierarchies
03D35 Undecidability and degrees of sets of sentences
03D80 Applications of computability and recursion theory
03E30 Axiomatics of classical set theory and its fragments
03E35 Consistency and independence results
03E50 Continuum hypothesis and Martin’s axiom
03F20 Complexity of proofs
03F30 First-order arithmetic and fragments
03F40 Gödel numberings and issues of incompleteness
11U05 Decidability (number-theoretic aspects)
20A15 Applications of logic to group theory
68Q05 Models of computation (Turing machines, etc.) (MSC2010)
68Q15 Complexity classes (hierarchies, relations among complexity classes,

etc.)
81P10 Logical foundations of quantum mechanics; quantum logic (quantum-

theoretic aspects)
94C10 Switching theory, application of Boolean algebra; Boolean functions

(MSC2010)
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